


What kind of a person 
would read a book 

like this ? 
This book isn't fancy. I ts actual size isn't much 
bigger than what you see here. But i t  tells a lot 
about  U.S. Steel. I t s  operations. Facilit ies. 
Growth. Working benefits. I t  gives a rough idea 
of the Corporation's many career opportunities. 
(Imagine how many engineers are needed in a 
company this size.) A reader won't find any 
flowery phrases in this book about success. 
That part i s  up to the individual. U.S. Steel 
wants men with drive and initiative who aren't 
afraid of competition. A lot of people like that 
have already read this book. They work for us 
now. Are you that kind of person? Send the 
coupon. USS is a registered trademark 

(USS) United States Steel 
. ~ m - m = m - - - m m m m m m m m m m - m E E m ~ m m m R R - - ~ ~ R ~ m m m ~ m ~ ~ ,  

United States Steel Corporation 
Personnel Division 
Room 6085, 525 William Penn Place 
Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania 
Please send me the free book, "Basic Facts ab0ut'U.S. Steel." 
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@ e with a computer 
Engineers at the General Motors Research 
Laboratories electronically simulate the steer- 
ing response of Firebird 111 with analog com- 
puter equipment. 

Would you like to work with computers, tlie 
brain child of mathematics? How about metal- 
lurgy? Solid state physics? Automobiles? Iuertial 
guidance? If you're a scientist or engineer at  
General Motors, ~ o u  may work in one of thebe 
fields or dozens of others, just as exciting, just 
as challenging. 

There's real opportunity here. No roadblocks 

either. Real opportunity to move up, increasing 
your knowledge and responsibility, perhaps shift- 
ing to another department or division to develop 
further skills. 

GM pro-tides financial aid for those who go 
on to postgraduate studies. And for undergrads, 
there'b a summer program with which they can 
gain valuable experience. 

For more informatioii on a rewarding future 
with CM, see your Placement Officer or write to  

General Motors, Salaried Personnel Placement, 
Personnel Staff, Detroit 2. Michigan. 

GENERAL MOTORS 
GM positions now available i n  these fields for men holding Bachelor's, Master's and Doctor's degrees: Mechanical, Electrical, Industrial, Metallurgical, Chemical, Aero- 
nautical and Ceramic Engineering . Mathematics Industrial Design Physics Chemistry Engineering Mechanics Business Administration and Related Fields 
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On Our Cover 

'4 Caltech geologiilt, on the division's 
Spring field trip, t'tkes in a spectdcu- 
lar view of the Siena Nevada near 
Lone Pine, Calif. On page 17. a color- 
ful account of this year's field tiip by 
graduate student Bevan M. French. 

Linus Pauling, 

professor of chemistry, makes some 
provocative "Observations on Aging 
and Death" on page 9. Dl.  Pauling's 
concern with this subject results from 
his current research on chemistry in 
relation to mental disease "I do not 
know a great deal about the subject 
of aging and death," he confesses, 
"but I am talking about it, despit(> 
this fact, because I learned a few 
years ago that nobody knows much 
about the subject." 

Ronald Scott, 

assistant professor of civil engineer- 
ing, is the author d "Soil Engiiieer- 
ing in the Arctic" on page 22. His 
interest in arctic engineering steins 
from two yeais spent as a ieseaich 
engineer with the U.S. Ann/ Corps of 
Engineers in their Arctic Construction 
and Frost Effects Laboratoil hi Bob- 
ton, and fioin othe: arctic soils con- 
s~ilting work in C.mada and the U.S. 
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AERONAUTICS.. . 
1 of 5 divisions at 

Vought where the 

young engineer 

can move ahead! 

Whatever your academic specialty in engineering or 
science, you can find a place for your training and 
your interests in this division. Vought Aeronautics 
is by no means limited to aircraft activities. Chance 
Vought's largest division is interested in all types of 
weapons and missions this side of space. . . under the 
seas or over them . . . piloted or unpiloted. 

THREE TYPICAL PROGRAMS 

Three typical current Aeronautics programs are the 
development of the nuclear-powered "SLAM" missile, 
the search for foolproof methods of submarine detec- 
tion, and research into methods for forming tough 
new metals. 

SLAM stands for "Supersonic Low-Altitude Missile." 
To be equipped with a nuclear engine as well as a 
nuclear warhead, it was conceived under an Air Force 
study contract. 

Antisubmarine work at Vought Aeronautics is spon- 
sored by two Navy agencies. The emphasis is on 
improved sub detection with associated studies prob- 
ing new methods for destroying undersea craft. 

Manufacturing research, including new machines 
and techniques for handling exotic metals, is being 
done for the Navy and Air Force. 

Production is an important part of this division's 
efforts. A fourth version of Vought's famous Crusader 
fighter is in production here today. More than 1,000 
of the division's aircraft and missiles are in active 
military service. 

THE RIGHT START FOR YOUNG MEN 

The Crusader - once a study project itself - points 
up this division's particular appeal to young engineers. 
Here, the young man has the opportunity to partici- 
pate in creation of a complete product, and to follow 
it through design, test and production. It is an educa- 
tional experience. And - working in small groups, 
with excellent facilities and outstanding supervision 
- it offers great professional satisfaction. 

Programs and projects offer opportunity in other 
Vought Divisions as well: 

Vought Astronautics, supplier of NASA's Seout 
research rockets, has designed a simulator to dupli- 
cate more than a dozen stresses of space. Vought 
Electronics is developing antenna systems, support 
equipment and power controls, including the actuator 
for the Minuteman ICBM. The Range Systems 
Division is tracking NASA satellites in addition to 
other Pacific Missile Range duties. The Research 
Division, recently organized, is looking forward to 
a new, integrated center for basic research. 

For further information about the Aeronautics Divi- 
sion or for news of opportunities for your advancement 
in any of  Vought's five divisions, student engineers 
are invited to write: 

Professional Placement Office 
Dept. CM-27 
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New Engineering Books 
a * e  from McGraw-Hill 

FOUNDATIONS OF CHEMICAL KINETICS 
By Sidney W. Benson, University of California. 
McGraw-Hill Series in Advanced Chemistry ............................................................ 720 pages, $13.50 

A critical and complete account of the theoretical background of chemical kinetics. It introduces the 
method of utilizing kinetic concepts in such diverse areas as catalysis, enzymes, and electrode reactions. 
A complete treatment of gas and free radical reactions makes the book useful as a reference work for 
workers in the field of gas phase and free ladical kinetics. A carefully selected set of problems, arranged 
to follow the sequence of topics in the text, is also included in the back of the book. 

ELECTROlCHEMICAL ENGINEERING, New Fourth Edition 
By C .  L. Mantell, Newark College of Engineering. 
McGraw-Hill Series in Chemical Engineeriiig .............................................................. 680 pages, $16.50 

Designed primarily for chemical engineers rather than chemists, this revision gives enough fundamental 
theory to provide a background for industrial practice but places its primary emphasis on industrial 
processes. The new edition reflect5 the tremendous expansion in the electrncl~emical and electroprocess 
industries which has taken place since 3950. 

INTRODUCTION TO MONOPULSE 
By Donald R. Rhodes, Radiation, Inc Orlando, Florida 119 Pages, $6.GO 

This monograph represents the first general treatment of the concept of monopulse. It was written to 
acquaint the student and practicing engineer with the principles of monopulse, and to suggest new ideas 
for further development to those already actively engaged in the field. The emphasis is on concepts rather 
than specific systems, though a few representative systems are included to illustrate ways in which the 
basis concepts may be impk-mented. 

HIGHWAY ENGINEERING HANDBOOK 
Edited by  K .  B. Woods, Head, School o f  Civil Engineering, Purdue University 1696 pages, $25.00 

A comprehensive guide and reference covering the entire field of highway engineering, from financing 
and planning to design, construction. maintenance, and landscaping. Provides a reliable source of informa- 
tion for engineers, contractors, and materials producers on such subjects as: traffic engineering, finance 
and administration, route selection and layout, soil mechanics and earthwork, and the properties of high- 
way construction materials. 

HANDBOOK OF HEAVY CONSTRUCTION 
Edited by  Frank W. Stubbs, Jr., Purdue University. Prepared by a Staff of Specialists 

1040 pages, $18.50 - - 
A comprehensive and detailed reference covering all phases of heavy construction work. Each chapter 
takes up a specific construction problem, and is prepared by one or more experts who show important 
aspects of cost, materials, procedures, equipment schedules, controls design, and operations. Modem 
developments in equipment, methods, and engineering also are thoroughly described. 

MAIL 
THIS COUPON 
TODAY! I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

To: MCGRAW-HILL BOOK Co., INC. 
Dept. 01-03 
330 West 42nd Street 
New York 36, N.Y. 

On approval, please send me the books checked below for examination. 

My remittance of $ .................... is enclosed. 
(No delivery charge when remittance accompanies order). 
Please send me an invoice for the books plus postage. 

I reserve the right to return books for full credit. 
(Return address: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., Hightstown, New Jersey). 

0 Benson - FOUNDATIONS OF CHEMICAL KINETICS 
Mantel1 - ELECTROCHEMICAL ENGINEERING, 4/e 

[Ã‘ Rhodes - INTRODUCTION T o  MONOPULSE 

r"] Woods - HIGHWAY ENGINEERING HANDBOOK 
($7.00 in 10 days and $6 monthly) 

[Ã‘ Stubbs - HANDBOOK OF HEAVY CONSTRUCTION 
($6.50 in 10 days and $6 monthly) 

CT 01-03 

720 pages, $13.50 
680 pages, $16.50 

119 pages, $6.00 
1696 pages, $25.00 

1040 pages, $18.50 



". . . Where there is no air 
to resist their motions, 

all bodies will move with the greatest freedom." 

SIR ISAAC NEWTON Principles of Natural Philosophy 

Today, almost three hundred years after Newton's Principia 
appeared, man is about to satisfy his centuries-old curiosity 
concerning space "where there is no air." First instruments 
went. Soon man himself will go. 

Prior to man's undertaking sustained space voyages pro- 
pulsion systems with efficiencies far exceeding those presently 
available must be developed. 

The scientists and engineers at  Electro-Optical Systems 
are in the advanced stages of research and development on 
what may well be a forerunner of practical space propulsion 
systems - the ion engine. 

Other advanced research and development programs in 
areas vital to technological progress in space, military weap- 
onry and industry include: 
Energy Conversion Research and Advanced Power Systems 

Heat Rejection in Space 
Molecular Electronics 

Optical Tracking and Guidance 
Space Communications Systems 

Exploding Wire Research 

EOS has professional opportunities for Physicist's, Mathematicians and Engineers. 

E 
ELECTRO-OPTICAL SYSTEMS,INC. l@l 125 NORTH VINEDO AVE, 

S PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 

ook 
Introduction to Space 

by Lee A. DiiBridge 

R"vieiued by James D. B'lrke, 
deputy director o f  the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory ' ipacecraft  program. 

This brief book contains the four 
inaugural George B Pegrain lecturer 
given by Dr. DuBridge last fall at the 
Brookhaven National Laboratory. The 
lectures deal in non-techiiiral terms 
with trends in the relationship of sci- 
ence and society. Dr. DuBridge be- 
gins by setting out some physical and 
engineering facts of iccketry, together 
with a short acco~~nt  of the U. S. 
Army space program in wliich the 
von Braun team and Galtech's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory collaborated to 
launch the first American satellite and 
the first American escape vehicle. 

In the second lecture Dr. DuBridee 
considers the kinds of scientific meas- 
urements that can be made using 
space vehicles, and some of the as- 
sociated problems sucli as power sup- 
ply, communications, and reliability 
and long life of equipment. The author 
also mentions military uses of space 
vehicles; some readers may draw un- 
warranted inferences from his mild 
lampooning of superficial ideas in this 
area. He then tells the story of the 
discovery of the great Van Allen radi- 
ation belts about the earth. 

In the third and fourth lectures 
Dr. DuBridge takes us outward to 
the moon and planets, and finally to 
stars, galaxies, and the question of 
the origin of the universe. It is in 
these final sections that he best corn- 
rnunicates the wonder and excitement 
that lie in store for us as we learn 
to probe the nearby bodies, to look 
for extraterrestrial life, and to search 
deep into space using astronomical 
telescopes placed outside the atrnos- 
phere. 

Anyone familiar with Dr. DuBridge 
as a lecturer will recognize his livelj 
style. Together with the plentiful 
illustrations, the lectures create a 
pleasing little book. The language i s  
purposely elementary and many read- 
ers will find nothing new, but the 
subject is rich in fascination and the 
story well beam repeated telling. 



launch their engineering career 
.g@ 

CONVAIR-POMONA.. . in Southern California 
offers NEW PROGRAMS with excellent opportunities today fo r  Engineers. 
Convair-Pomona, created the Army's newest weapon, REDEYE, Shoulder Fired 
MISSILE and developed the Navy's ADVANCED TERRIER and TARTAR MISSILES 
and many other, still highly classified programs. 

Positions are open for experienced and inexperienced Bachelors, Masters and 
Doctorates i n  the fields of Electronics, Aeronautics, Mechanics and Physics. 

ADVANCEMENT opportunities are provided for the competent engineer as rapidly 
as his capabilities will permit in  currently expanding programs. 

PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENT-CONVAIR POMONA'S facility is of modern de- 
sign and completely air conditioned. You will work with men who have pioneered 
the missile industry and are now engaged in  some of the most advanced programs 
in  existence. 

ADVANCED EDUCATION-Tuition refund is provided for graduate work i n  the field 
of your specialty. Company sponsored in-plant training courses offer the Engineer 
the finest of educational opportunities. 

CALIFORNIA LIVING-Suburban Pomona offers lower l iving costs and moderate 
priced property, unexcelled recreational facilities, freedom from rush hour traffic 
and the ultimate in  comfort and gracious living. 

Contact your placement office immediately 
t o  assure yourself of a campus interview Convair  Division of 
with Convair-Pomona. 

i f  personal interview is not possible send GENERAL DYNAMICS 
resume and grade transcript to  B. L. Dixon, 
Engineering Personnel Administrator, Dept. 

CM-513, Pornona, California. 
CORPORATION 
Pomona ,  California 
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% 
Pavlov.. . o n  the demands of science 

"Facts are the air of science. WitLout  them the man of the courage to say, I a m  ignorant.' Never be proud. .  . 
science can never rise. Without  them your theories are P r ide  will  make  you lose ob jec t iv i ty . .  . A n d  last ly,  

vain surmises. But while you are studying, experiment- science must be your passion. Remember that science 

ing, observing, d o  not remain content with the surface of claims a man's whole life. If you had two lives they would 

things. D o  not become a mere recorder of facts, but  try not suffice. Science demands a n  undivided allegiance 

to penetrate the mystery of their origin, seek persistently from its followers. Your work and  your research must 

for all laws that govern them. A n d  then m o d e s t y .  Never always be your passion." 

think you know all. Though others may flatter you. retain Testament to the Academic Youth of his Country, 1936. 

T H E  R A N D  C O R P O R A T I O N ,  S A N T A  M O N I C A ,  C A L I F O R N I A  
A nonprofit organization conducting multidisriphnary research in the physical and social sciences, and engineering on problems related 

to national security and the public interest RAND economists are concerned with applying rational principle-, to problems of choice. 

with estimates of economic war potential, with system coats, and provide economic data and models for other research projects. 

8 Engineering and Science 
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M a y  1960, Volume XX111, No.  8 

Observations on Aging and Death 

by Linus Pauling 

About three years ago we began our research pro- 
gram at Caltech on chemistry in relation to mental 
disease, with support of a grant from the Ford Foun- 
dation. Our attention lias been directed largely to- 
ward mental deficiency. An important disease that 
imolves mental deficiency is mongolism. One child 
in six hundred who is born is a mongoloid. Mongo- 
loids are mentally deficient and also show physical 
stigmata. It has been suggested that they age more 
rapidly than other people, and we decided to check 
up on their physiological age, as a possible way of 
learning something about the nature of their biochem- 
ical abnormality. However, when this investigation 
was carried out (by the late Dr. Richard W. Lipp- 
man, medical consultant on our Ford Foundation 
project, and his co-workers) it was found that there 
exists no reliable way of measuring the physiological 
age of an adult human being. The best way seems to 
be to look at him, and then to say how old he appears 
to be. 

Our work on mongolism was stopped, last year, 
when the apparent cause of mongolism was discov- 
ered. It was found by investigators in England and 
France that mongoloids have 47 chromosomes per 
cell, instead of 46. The extra chromosome, which is 
the small chromosome number 22, probably contains 
a thousand genes, and, since this chromosome is 
present three times, instead of twice, as in normal 
people, the mongoloid probably manufactures a thou- 
sand different enzymes in 50 percent greater quantity 
than normal persons do, and thus has a thousand 
quantitative biochemical abnormalities. It may well 
be very difficult to find a treatment for this condition. 

Although it is hard to measure the physiological 
age of an individual human being, it is possible to 
make some statements about the physiological age of 
populations. An Englishman named Gompertz dis- 
covered, last century, that the age-specific death rates 
of adults are an exponential function of the age. Jn- - 

'Ohser~(ittons On Aging and Death" presents the substance 
of a Fiidm.1 Evening Demonstration Lecture given by Professor 
Pauling on April 8 ,  I960. 

May 1960 

fants and children have a rather large mortality, and 
the mortality reaches a minimum at about age 12 
(below). From age about 40 on, the age-specific mor- 
tality (the fraction of living persons of that age who 
die during the year) increases exponentially, with a 
doubling time of about 8.5 Â 0.5 years. A plot of the 
logarithm of the age-specific mortality against age 
is a straight line on the chart below, with slope 0.3 
(the log of 2)/8.5 years. The Gompertz relation holds 
for species of animals other than man, also, and in 
general the doubling time is about 12 percent of the 
mean life expectancy. 

Professor Hardin Jones of the Dormer Laboratory 
of the University of California in Berkeley has made 
much use of Gompertz curves in his analyses of 
factors that affect mortality. Much of the information 
that I have about this matter has been obtained from 
him. 

Gompertz curves can be plotted for mortality from 
individual diseases. For example, in the diagram 

0.0 1 I I I I I I I I I I 

0 20 40 60 80 100 

Age - 
Gompertz mortality diagram for U.S. residents. The 
vertical coordinate represents the common logarithm 
of the age-specific mortality (number of deaths per 
thousand people of that age), and the horizontal 
coordinate represents the age. (Diagram by Professor 
R.  M. Sutton). 



at the right, the Gornpertz curves are shown for coron- 
ary heart disease; the logarithm of the death rate from 
coronary heart disease is plotted against age. The 
values indicated in the diagram are from a statistical 
study by E. C. Hammorid and D. Horn, published in 
the Journal of tlie American Medical Association 166, 
1159 and 1295) in 1958. Closely similar results have 
been reported by other investigators. The points in 
the curve represent the average mortality, over five- 
year periods, for three populations; non-smokers, 
smokers of 0.1 to 0.5 packs of cigarettes per day, and 
smokers of about 1 pack per day. For each population 
the points lie reasonably close to a straight line in the 
semi-logarithmic diagram. The slopes of the curves 
correspond to a doubling time of about seven years. 
The curve for the 1-pack-per-day smokers is shifted 
by seven years from the curve for non-smokers - that 
is. the probability that a cigarette smoker will die 
of coronary heart disease at age 55 is the same as 
the probability that a non-smoker will die of coronary 
heart disease at age 62 and is about twice the proba- 
bility that a non-smoker will die of coronary heart di- 
sease at age 55. With respect to this disease, the cig- 
arette smoker behaves as though his physiological age 
were seven years greater than his chronological age. 

Professor Jones has reported that for all diseases 
the increased mortality of 1-pack-per-day cigarette 
smokers corresponds to an increase in physiological 
age of eight years, and that of 2-pack-per-day smokers 
to sixteen years, relative to non-smokers. 

There has been much talk about the increased in- 
cidence of lung cancer for cigarette smokers. It has 
been reported that the incidence of lung cancer for 
2-packs-per-day smokers living in the city is 300 times 
that for non-smokers living in the country. There is 
a difference in the Gompertz curves for city dwellers 
and country dwellers, corresponding to a five-year 
decrease in life expectancy for city dwellers, rela- 
tive to country dwellers, and part of the decrease in 
life expectancy may be attributed to an increase in 
lung cancer, presumably resulting from atmospheric 
pollution. 

Even though the increased incidence of lung cancer 
among cigarette smokers is very striking, lung cancer 
is not the principal cause of increased mortality of 
smokers. R.  W. Buechlev, R. M. Drake, and L. Bres- 
low, of the California State Department of Public 
Health, have published a paper on the relationship of 
amount of cigarette smoking to coronary heart disease 
mortality rates in men (Circulation, 18, 1085 ( 1958) ), 
in which they have reported results closely similar 
to those of Hammond and Horn. They also mention 
that there are four times as manv excess deaths associ- 
ated with cigarette smoking from coronary heart dis- 
ease as from lung cancer. 

As people become older, the incidence of various 
diseases increases, doubling about every 8.5 years. At 
my age, when the ills that the flesh is heir to begin 
to make themselves increasingly evident, one begins 

50 55 60 65 7 

Aae - 
The logarithm of the age-specific mortality from coru- 
nary heart disease (deaths per year per thousand per- 
sons), as given by Harnrnond and Horn, from a study 
of 187,783 men. Values are given for three popula- 
tions: non-smokers, smokers who average 0.3 packs 
per day, and smokers who average I pack per day. 

to appreciate one's youthful period of good health 
and vigor. As I grow older I must expect to suffer 
more and more from physical frailty and disease. 

One might accordingly ask if it would not be wise 
to eliminate the period of ill-health and suffering that 
may be expected to come toward the end of one's 
life. Would it not be sensible to smoke cigarettes at 
the rate of 1 pack a day, and die eight years earlier 
than otherwise, thus cutting off the last eight years 
of sufferine; - or even to smoke 2 packs of cigarettes 
a day, and thus escape the last sixteen years of ill- 
health and misery of old age? The answer is that this 
trick will not work. Smoking the cigarettes simply 
ages you prematurely, shortening the period of health 
and vigor; the cigarette smoker reaches old age more 
rapidly than the non-smoker, and only through the 
turn of the die that might cause an especially early 
death from lung cancer or coronary heart disease or 
other disease can he escape the period of failing 
health. 

Analysis of the Gornpertz curves for populations in 
different countries shows some interesting differences. 
The mortality in the United States is such as to cor- 
respond to a mean life expectancy of about 70 years. 
In other countries the life expectancy is somewhat 
greater, by three or four years- countries such as 
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Holland, and England. 
It is possible that this difference is the result of a dif- 
ference in the medical treatment available on the 
average to people in the United States and in these 
countries. There are other countries, to be sure, in 
which the mean life expectancy is less than in the 
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ITnited States; for example, in Northern Rhodcisia it 
is only 28 years. But the United States still holds the 
record, for one population: the life expectancy of the 
Papagos Indians in Arizona is only 17 years. 

The nature of the Gompertz relation permits some 
analysis to be  made of the question of the relative im- 
portance of various causes of decrease in life expect- 
ancy. For example, what would be  the result if, 
thion'.;h the efforts of investigators in the field of 
medical research, complete control were to be oh- 
tained over cancer, so that no more deaths from 
cancer would occur? 

At the present time cancer causes about 20 percent 
of deaths in the United States. If cancer were to b e  
eliminated the age-specific mortality would drop to 
80 percent of the present value, and the Gompertz 
curve would b e  shifted vertically by minus 0.1, the 
logarithm of 0.8. A shift of 0.3 ( the log of 2 )  cor- 
responds to a horizontal shift of 8.5 years, and ac- 
cordingly the shift of 0.1 corresponds to a horizontal 
shift of 8.5/3=2.8 years. Hence the mean life expect- 
ancy of Americans would b e  increased by 2 years and 
10 months if complete control over cancer were to be  
obtained. 

Increasing, /if e expec tancy  

However, cancer is not the principal cause of de- 
crease in life expectancy for Americans. A better ef- 
fort towards lengthening the average life of Ameri- 
cans could b e  made by eliminating cigarette smok- 
ing. In 1959 Americans smoked 5 x 10" cigarettes, 
which is about one-half pack per day for adult Ameri- 
cans. This amount of smoking corresponds to  a de- 
crease in life expectancy of four years for the average 
American. To eliminate cigarette smoking would in- 
crease the health and longevity of Americans by 50 
percent more than to obtain complete control of can- 
cer. 

I t  may turn out, of course, that it is easier to control 
cancer than to control cigarette smoking. About 50 
percent of adult Americans now smoke cigarettes. 
From my own observations I conclude that it is to 
a large extent a matter of chance - environmental cir- 
cumstances during puberty and early adulthood - 
that determines whether or not a young man or wom- 
an becomes a cigarette smoker. Having become a 
smoker, however, he finds it hard to stop. The Swiss 
investigators Hegglin and Keiser have said that 
"smoking is now the most dangerous drug addiction." 
Neverthless, it is possible to stop. Between 1954 and 
1959 a marked change occurred in the smoking habits 
of physicians in Massachusetts; the number of cigar- 
ette smokers decreased from 52 percent in 1954 to 39 
percent in 1959, with a still greater fractional decrease 
in the number smoking more than one pack a day. 

If both cancer and cigarettes were to be controlled, 
the life expectancy of Americans would be increased 
by 6.8 years. 

I remember reading a statement some years ago 

that automobile accidents are the principal cause of 
decrease in life expectancy for Americans. This state- 
ment is not true: cigarettes are five times as irnpor- 
tant. Neverthless, automobile accidents produce a sig- 
nificant decrease in life expectancy, in part because 
of the long period of life lost by the victims. About 
40,000 Americans per year are killed in automobile ac- 
cidents. This means that an infant at birth has the 
chance 1 in 64 of being killed in this way. The aver- 
age age of death in automobile accidents is 22 years, 
and iiccordingly about 50 years is lost for each per- 
son killed. The mean decrease in life expectancy for 
Americans because of automobile accidents is ac- 
c~orch'ngly 50/64=0.8 years. 

Professor Hardin Jones has estimated that the effect 
of high-energy radiation, such as x-radiation, cosmic 
radiation and the radiation emitted by radioactive 
substances, is to cause a shortening of life by 10 days 
per roentgen of full-body exposure. This estimate per- 
mits us to make an estimate of the decrease in life 
expectancy of Americans due to exposure to back- 
ground radiation, caused b y  cosmic rays and natural 
radioactivity. The background radiation amounts t o  
about 0.1 roentgen per year, which comes to 7 roent- 
gens per lifetime. Accordingly we may conclude that 
a reasonable estimate of the decrease in life expect- 
ancy resulting from exposure to background radiation 
is 70 days. 

The Committee on Genetic Effects of Atomic Radi- 
ation of the U. S. National Academy of Sciences- 
rational Research Council reported a few years ago 
that the average exposure of the reproductive organs 
of Americans to medical x-rays is about 50 percent 
greater than the exposure to background radiation. 
If this figure applies to  the body as a whole, then the  
decreased life expectancy due to medical x-rays can 
be  estimated to  be about 100 days. 

Effects of high-energg radiation 

The exposure of Americans to  high-energy radia- 
tion from the radioactive fallout of the atomic bombs 
exploded during the last 15 years has been estimated 
by various people, including scientists with the Atom- 
ic Energy Commission, to be  approximately five per- 
cent of background radiation. If no more bomb tests 
are carried out the amount of exposure will begin t o  
decrease after a few years, and the total effect may 
be  approximately five percent of background radia- 
tion for one generation of human beings. For these 
people the decrease in life expectancy would thus be 
about five percent of 70 days, about 3 days. 

A considerable amount of suffering may be  caused 
by the exposure of unborn children to high-energy 
radiation from various sources. An important report 
was published a year ago in the British Medical Jour- 
nal by Drs. Stewart, Webb, and Hewitt. These investi- 
gators studied all cases of death by childhood cancer, 
during the first ten years of life, in England and 
Wales for the period 1953 to 1955. They found, on 



comparison of the histories of the children who had 
died with those of a control population of children 
who had not died, that the only factor correlated with 
death by childhood cancer was exposure of the child 
to x-radiation before he was horn when the rnother 
had an x-ray investigation made of the pelvic region. 
The average exposure of the fetus was estimated to 
be 2 roentgen, and the statistical information showed 
that this exposure doubled the chance that the child 
would die of cancer during the first ten years of his 
life - it increased it from 1/1200 for une~posed chil- 
dren to 1/600. 

The dangers of air travel 

While considering the effect of automobile acci- 
dents on life expectancy, I decided to make a some- 
what similar calculation about airplane travel. In 
1959 there were 0.67 deaths per 100,000,000 passenger 
miles on American commercial planes, and in 1958 
there were 0.34. The average of these is 0.50 per 
100,000,000 passenger miles. I am not sure how many 
passenger miles were flown by Americans, but I be- 
lieve that it was approximately 3 x 10'O. A simple 
calculation indicates that travel by con~mercial air- 
lines is associated with a mortality at the present time 
such as to lead to about one day decrease in life ex- 
pectancy for Americans. Moreover, it is found that, 
per mile traveled, travel by commercial airlines is 
about five times as safe as travel by automobile. 

How much chance of decreasing your life expect- 
ancy do you take when you decide to make a trip 
by air? A jet plane now travels about 500 miles per 
hour. The number of deaths in commercial air travel 
leads at once to the conclusion that the decrease in 
life expectancy resulting from the decision to make 
the trip by air is about 1 hour per hour traveled. On 
the other hand, smoking a pack of cigarettes per day 
for 40 years decreases life expectancy by 8 years; 
smoking one pack accordingly decreases life expect- 
ancy by one fifth of a day, 4.8 hours - which is 14.4 
minutes per cigarette smoked. I have measured the 
length of time required to smoke a cigarette, and 
have found it to be about 4.8 minutes. Accordingly 
the process of smoking a cigarette involves a decrease 
in life expectancy for the smoker which is three times 
the time required to smoke the cigarette: smoking 
cigarettes is three times as dangerous as traveling in 
a jet plane. Travelinq in a jet plane while smoking a 
cigarette is four times as dangerous as traveling in a 
jet plane and not smoking. If you fly in an airplane 
and don't smoke cigarettes you are three times as safe 
as if ?ou stay at home and smoke cigarettes, or four 
times as safe as if you fly in an airplane and also 
smoke. I think that this is a very interesting compari- 
son, which all people - all young people espeei a 11. v -  
ought to know: for whatever length of time the! 
devote to srnoking cigarettes they are losing three 
times that much time from their life. 

From our discussion so far, \ve might reach the con- 
clusion that at the present time cigarette smoking is 
the principal cause of decreeas in life expectancy of 
Americans. I shall now present an argument indicat- 
ing that this is wrong - that, instead, it is the existence 
of stockpiles of nuclear weapons in the world that is 
the principal cause of decrease of life expectancy of 
Americans. 

The United States lias about 100.000 atomic bombs 
in its stockpile at the present time, and Russia may 
be estimated to have about 50,000. Of these. I judge 
that about 20,000 for the U. S. and 10,000 for the 
U.S.S.R. are in the megaton class. On April 20, 1960 
Major General John B. Medaris, in an address before 
the AFL-CIO Conference on Foreign Affairs, stated 
that the United States stockpile of great bombs 
amounts to 30,000 megatons, and we may estimate 
that if there were to be a nuclear war about 12,000 
megatons (80 percent o f  the Russian stockpile) would 
be dropped on the United States. The area of the 
United States is 3,000,000 square miles, so that an 
attack with 12,000 megatons would correspond to 250 
square miles per megaton. The local radioactive fall- 
out from the fission products (with fission assumed 
to provide 50 percent of the total explosive energy) 
would be such that during the first day unprotected 
people in the United States would receive on an aver- 
age 40 times the amount of radiation needed to cause 
death by acute radiation sickness. Entirely aside from 
the blast, Fire, and immediate radiation effects, local 
radioactive fallout from the bombs used in such a 
great nuclear attack would be expected to cause the 
death of most of the American people, and an aver- 
age decrease in life expectancy of about 35 years per 
person. 

War o r  peace? 

This quantity, 35 years, must be multiplied by the 
probability that there will be a nuclear war. In the 
absence of reliable information about this probability, 
I might, as the simplest hypothesis, equate it to the 
probability that there will not be a nuclear war, and 
thus evaluate it as one half. Accordingly, the decrease 
in life expectancy for Americans resulting from the 
existence oF nuclear stockpiles in the world is calcu- 
lated to be approximately 17.5 years, and thus to be 
larger than the decrease attributable to any other 
cause. 

I rnyself believe that there will not be a great nu- 
clear war. I believe that the United States will suc- 
ceed in its present policy of making international 
agreements with the U.S.S.R. and other nations so 
that international control over nuclear weapons is 
achieved and general disarmament is achieved. I be- 
lie\e that the future will be a future of peace. Never- 
theless. we must recognize that the nuclear stockpiles 
that now exist in the \\orld constitute a great source 
of danger to all of 11s. 



The Month at Caltech 

Jupiter's radiation belt 

Radio astronomers at Caltech's Radio Obser~  atoi! 
in Owens Valley ha le  discovered the existence of a 
Van Allen radiation belt on the planet Jupiter. The 
belt is about 200,000 miles above the surface of the 
planet. Jupiter is about 85,000 miles in diameter. 

The belt was detected from the unexpectedly high 
radio emission at a wavelength of 10 centimeters (3.9 
inches), first noticed by scientists at  the Naval Re- 
search Laboratory in Washington. D.C., two years 
ago. Their findings were confirmed last year at other 
short wavelengths both at Caltech and at the Na- 
tional Radio Observatory. The Van Allen type belt 

was suggested as a possible origin. The Caltech radio 
listronon~ers have now established almost conclusively 
that the belt exists. 

The finding is due to the fact that high speed elec- 
trons trapped in Jupiter's magnetic field i-init radio 
v7aves as they spin back and forth along the lines of 
magnetic force in a synchrotron mechanism. In try- 
ing to prove the existence of a belt. radio astionomers 
try to detect linear polarization of the radio emission 
and its region. Like light w'ives radio wa\es may be 
polarized. In one expi riment, this type of polarization 
has been detected, which indicates the presence of a 
magnetic field on Jupiter with its axis ahnost p,irallel 
to the planet's rotation ahis -as in the earth's inag- 

SEMINAR DAY 

More than 1,050 alumni, wives and guests came 
to the Caltech campus for the 23rd Annual 
Alumni Seminar on May 7 .  Thirteen lectures and 
a series of special exhibits were featured on 
this year's program. 

At right, alvrrini exchange vital statistics 
between Seminar talk$. Below, lecturers take a 
coffee break - Horace Gilbert (left confer), 
professor of business economics; Kent Clark 
right),  associate professor of English. 



Roger W .  Spen y, 
Hixon professor of 
p~ychnbiology. 

netic field. In a second experiment the diameter of the 
source of radiation has been measured. This indicates 
that, in a direction parallel to the planet's equator. 
the radio source is between 400,000 and 500,000 miles 
across. 

Calculations show that the radio energy from the 
Jupiter belt is 100 trillion times tliat expected from 
the earth's Van Allen belt. This makes Jupiter's belt 
even more hazardous to space travel than the earth's. 

Work at  the Caltech Radio Observcitorv is sup- 
ported by the Office of Naval Research. 

National Acadewy of Sciences 
Four Caltech professors were elected members of 

the National Academy of Sciences last month - Nor- 
man R. Davidson, professor of chemistry; Murray 
Cell-Mann, professor of theoretical physics; Roger W. 
Sperrv, Hixon professor of psychobiology; and Olin 
C. Wilson, staff member of tlie Mt. Wilson and Palo- 
mar Observatories. 

Election to the Academy, one of the highest scien- 
tific honors in the nation, is in recognition of out- 
standing achievement in scientific research, and mem- 
bership is limited to 500 American citizens and 50 
foreign associates. There are now 36 Caltc'ch staff 
members in the Academy. 

Dr. Davidson receivecl his BS from the Universih 
of Chicago in 1937, his BSc from Oxford in 1938, and 
his PhD from the University of Chicago in 1941. He 
was a member of the staff of the uranium separation 
project at Columbia University during the war and 
later joined the plutonium project at the University or 
Chicago. He has been on the Caltech faculty since 
1946. 

Dr. Davidson's principal research interest during 
the past 10 years has been the study of the rates of 
very fast reactions. He has pioneered in the develop- 
ment of two new techniques in this field, In both of 
these techniques, a system at rest is rapidly disturbed 

by a pulse of energy. The chemical reactions initiated 
bv the disturbance can then be observed by rapid 
photoelectric observations. He has also been active in 
the study of the physical-chemical properties of the 
nucleic acids - the giant molecules that transmit he- 
reditary information from generation to generation. 

Dr. Gell-Mann received his BS from Yale University 
in 1948, and two years later ( a t  the age of 21) re- 
ceived his PhD from the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. He came to Caltech as associate professor 
in 1955. His main field of study is nuclear physics, in 
particular the study of the lifetimes, decay modes and 
other properties of sub-atomic particles. Dr. Gell- 
M-inn is presently on a year's leave from Caltech, 

Murray Cell-Mann, professor of theoretical physics 
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serving as visiting professor of theoretical physics at 
the University of Paris on a senior postdoctoral Na- 
tional Science Foundation Fellowship. 

Dr. Sperry received his BA in 1935 and his MA in 
1937 from Oberlin College, and his PhD from the 
University of Chicago in 1g41. He came to Caltecli 
in 1954 as Hixon professor of psychobiology. He has 
been outstandingly successful in applying a combin- 
ation of surgical, anatomical, and neurological tecli- 
niques to the solution of some of the basic problems 
of the neural mechanisms of animal behavior and their 
coordination. 

Dr. Wilson, a graduate of the University of Cali- 
fornia in Berkeley, received his PhD from Caltech in 
1934. He has been a member of the Mt. Wilson and 
Palomar staff since 1931. Dr. Wilson has developed 
spectroscopic techniques that have enabled him to 
study tlie internal motions of the planetary nebulae 
and - in collaboration with Dr. Guide Munch, Caltech 
professor of astronomy - to map the motions of the 
gases over a large part of the brighter areas of the 
Orion Nebula. Dr. Wilson's observations of more than 
250 stars has enabled him to construct a color-inagni- 
tude diagram for late-type stars near the sun. He has 
developed a method for determining the absolute 
brightness of stars from the width of the H and K 
emission lines in late-type stars. This method is power- 
ful enough to get determinations of the luminosities 
and therefore the distances of these stars. 

Gttggenheim Felloivships 
Three Caltech professors have been selected to re- 

ceive 1960 Guggenheim Fellowship Awards - Richard 
M. Badger, professor of chemistry; William A. Baum, 
staff member of the Mount Wilson and Palomar Ob- 
servatories; and Paco A. Lagerstrom professor of aero- 
nautics. 

Olin C. Wilson, staff member, Mt. Wihon and Palo- 
mat Observatories. 

The Guggenheim Foundation was established in 
1925 by the late Simon Guggenhein~, U.S. Senator 
 fro!^^ Colorado. The awards are designed to aid 
scholars to advance themselves to higher levels of 
accomplishment through iesearch. The 1960 awardc 
are the 36th annual series; this year $1,400,000 was 

Norman R. Daui(lson, 
professor of chemistry. 
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William A. Baurrl, staff member, Mt .  Wilson and 
Palomar Observatories. 

The Month . . . continued 

granted to 303 scholars and artists throughout the 
nation. 

Dr. Badger will use part of the grant to visit a num- 
ber of laboratories in Canada and the eastern part of 
the United States. The remainder of his grant will be 
used in research on the structure of molecules by in- 
frared spectroscopy at Calteeli. Dr. Badger received 
his BS in 1921 and his PhD in 1924 from Caltech. He 
has been a member of the Caltech faculty for 36 years. 

Dr. Baum plans to participate in studies of the de- 
velopment of photoelectric image tubes for use in 
astronomy at the Imperial College of Science and 
Technology in London. Investigators there are trying 
to find a method of exceeding the sensitivity of the 
photo emulsions currently used in telescopes. A 
graduate of the University of Rochester, Dr. Baum re- 
ceived his MS in 1945 and his PhD in 1950 from Cal- 
tech. He has been on the Mt. Wilson and Palon~ar 
Observatories staff since 1950. 

Dr. Lagerstrom will spend a year at the University 
of Paris as a visiting professor. He will give a course 
in mathematical fluid dynamics and will also conduct 
research in this field with advanced students. Dr. La- 
gerstrom is a graduate of the University of Stock- 
holm. He receive his PhD from Princeton University 
in 1942, and has been at Caltech since 1946. 

Paco A. Lagerstrom, professor of aeronautics. Richard M. Badger. professor of chemistry. 
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Student Life 

Death Valley Confidential 

Caltech geologists on a spring odgsey 
through the back country of California 

In the Spring, it has been observed, a young man's 
fancy turns variously to love, baseball, loafing, or all 
three. However, when Spring arrives in the Los An- 
geles Basin, bringing warmer nights and smoggier 
days, a small group of individuals, concealed in the 
California Institute of Technology's Division of Geo- 
logical Sciences, turn their interests to the beautiful 
geology and scenery to be found in the country 
around them. This scientific wanderlust, perhaps ex- 
plained by realizing that there is a little beatnik in 
the most scientific of us, has resulted in the annual 
institution known as the Spring Field Trip. During 
this golden time, with finals over and the new term 
too far ahead to think about, caravans of geology 
students and faculty have ranged far afield through 
the Southwest, seeing some geology, photographing a 
lot of scenery, and in general having a whale of a 
good time. 

Given this background, it was no surprise that Dick 
Jahns' casual and offhand announcement that he 
might lead a small outing through the Panamint 
Mountains and Death Valley during Spring Recess 
fell on fertile soil. Three days after a discreet notice 
inviting travellers was posted there were twenty 
signatures. 

The end of the second-term finals was the signal for 
the beginning of preparations suggestive of the Nor- 
mandy landings. On Monday evening, March 21, the 
mountains of supplies and equipment were loaded 
into the Carryalls. H-Hour was 8 a.m., March 22. 

The account below has been somewhat laboriously 
deciphered from the author's original trip notes, most 
of which suffered somewhat from having been written 
in a bouncing Travelall with an erratic pen. 

First Day 
Leave at 8 a.m. in two Travellalls. Carryalls (and 

food ) will meet us (we hope) at Mojave. 
Stop #1: Mile-wide trench of the San Andreas fault 

zone, south of Palmdale. Various lines of evidence 
suggest a movement of about 25 miles since middle 
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Miocene time. (Translation: The other half of the 
outcrop we're standing on is somewhere over by 
Cajon Pass). The fault looks so peaceful now. Ducks 
swimming on the pond, trucks roaring by. Guess it 
isn't going to move; we may as well go on. 

Stop #2: Tropico Hill gold mine at Rosamond. The 
ore is located in and near volcanic rocks, but the 
mine is shut down, waiting for a rise in prices. Jahns 
draws maps and stratigraphic sections in the dirt to 
make the "big picture" clear. 

Lunch: Like all lunches of the trip, a grab-as-you- 
can affair, constructed from sandwich makin's placed 
on the tailgates of the trucks. Bob Zartman has most 
lethal-looking knife, remains well-fed. Jahns tells an- 
ecdotes. Now heading north on Route 6. 

Pass by Jawbone Siphon of L.A. Aqueduct. Jahns 
gives a fascinating summary of the tangled history of 
Owens Lake water in Los Angeles, replete with law- 
suits, fraud, dynamitings, and other skulduggery. 

Stop #3: Red Rock Canyon, cut into a series of 
volcanics, tuff beds, and colorful sandstones. A pho- 
tographer's delight, with beautiful "hadlands" features 
developed by erosion. 

Turn east toward Randsburg, past Koehn Dry Lake. 
Camp: The Pinnacles, south of Trona, on the south 

end of Searles Lake. The Pinnacles are spires of tufa, 
a form of calcium carbonate probably deposited by 
springs in the bottom of Searles Lake at a time when 
the lake covered the valley and was linked to other 
now-dry lakes in the region. The spires add a weird 
touch to an already strange scene. 

Tufa is sharper than it looks. Jahns' air mattress, 
punctured in three places, quietly expires at 3 a.m., 
easing him down onto the hard ground. 

Second Day 
Drive across Searles Lake toward the Slate Range 

on the east. The road ( a  pair of ruts across a scoured 
surface of salt on the lake) is fortunately dry. The salt 
is barren and lifeless, a uniform pinkish-gray, some- 
times coated with gravel. 



Stop # I :  Top ol Layton Pass. We study the coarse 
pink gneiss that forms the core of the Slate Range, 
photograph the beautiful desert flowers, and view the 
Panamint Range to the East. 

Stop #2: American Potash and Chemical Co. plant, 
a thriving concern which extracts an amazing number 
of useful chemicals from the brines of Searles Lake. 
We are given a fine tour through the plant, which 
remains etched on the mernov as an unbelievable 
maze of intricate pipes, valves and channels. At each 
step in the process, another chemical is precipitated, 
and when the whole process is complete, the incom- 
ing brine from the lake has given up quantities of 
sodium chloride, potassium chloride, borax, sodium 
carbonate, lithium carbonate, and bromine. 

Stop #3: Old silver camp of Panamint City. Once 
the center of wild night- and day-life, active until 
about 1930, now nearly deserted. A crumbling smel- 
ter, made of carefully-dressed stone, testifies to the 
importance of the town at one time. Now the brick 
walls topple easily - if shoved at a little. ("Well, it 
could have fallen on somebody sometime . . .") 

Return trip down the canyon. Three wild burros 
suddenly appear in front of us and careen wildly 
down the road in front of the lead car. We stop and 
they study us c-oolly. fahns converses with one, to the 
delight of photographers. The burro, no doubt expect- 
ing a handout instead of polite conversation, finally 

old resident of Panamint City, presumably about non- 
political topics. 
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leaves. We swing west into the gathering darkness 
and head for the campsite at Darwin Falls. 

Camp: In a narrow canyon. A slight trickle of water 
from a spring brings nervous remarks about flash 
floods Dinner setup in the darkness. A water-bomb 
descends from above onto Jahns' Travelall, innocent 
expression on all . . . Raccoon climbs down toward 
food. Chased away, food locked up in the Carryalls. 
'11 crawl into sleeping bags. Still prowling raccoon 
crawls over sleeping student; both startled. 

Third Drjy 
Head west toward Darwin, through the Argus 

Range. Roads graded but clisturbingly zigzag. 
Stop #1: Summit of Argus Range. Beautiful view 

of Panamints to east. Interesting structures in the 
Paleozoic rocks. A few lead mines nearby, where 
much of the ore is oxidized, so that worthless-looking 
"dust" runs about 40 percent lead. On past Darwin, 
heading into Lone Pine. 

Stop #2: Route 190, south of Keeler. First view of 
Owens Lake and the Sierra Nevada, a magnificent 
sight in any season, no less so now. 

Nobody seems to want to say much. Recalling 
Jahns' comments about Owens Lake being 90 feet 
deep with packet steamers on it makes one wonder 
about the worth of the L.A. aqueduct. It seems a 
shame to lose the reflections of sunrise on the Sierra in 
the lake to bring water to several millions of people 
who couldn't care less about scenery. 

Stop # 3 :  Into Lone Pine for supplies. Water cans 
filled, Popsicles eaten. Some students stroll across the 
road to make the acquaintance of a large desert tor- 
toise, the pet of a little girl not much bigger. Impulse 
shopping in the nearby delicatessen: "What kind of 
wine is good with hot dogs?" 

We turn our backs on the Sierras, each man plan- 
ning to return someday. Head onto a dirt road up to 
Cerro Cordo. Here is where the two-wheel-drive 
Carryalls get their first test. The road is steep, but 
well-graded. We make the summit without trouble. 

Stop #4: Cerro Cordo mine, at the head of San 
Lucas Canyon. It started out as a "bonanza" silver 
mine, later an important lead-zinc producer. We head 
down San Lucas Canyon, eventual destination Saline 
Valley. 

C m ) :  We bounce over Saline Valley toward the 
mineral springs where we will make camp. We pass a 
pile of shattered nibble that looks like a mine dump. 
It isn't; it's a small part of a gigantic landslide, 800 
feet thick, extending two miles back into the mom- 
tains, where the scar gleams whitely. 

Camp at the mineral springs. Brave souls try the 
hot mineral water coursing out of a pipe, find it won- 
derful. Everyone in camp has a shower, decides that 
the rouqh outdoor life isn't so bad at that. 

Fourth D q  
Sun comes up magnificently for the third consecn- 
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tjvp day. Photo dev otees shake themselves awake, 
crab cameras, and "shoot" the Inyos in the early light. - 
Pack up  and load Carryalls. Frank Tuttle startled 
when a poisonous scorpion scuttles out of his 
(Turtle's) sleeping bag; tlie desert isn't all scenery 
and fnn . . . 

Stop #1: Lippincott Lead Mine. A copper-lead-zinc 
deposit, with a lot of colorful, interesting minerals tor 
the mineral collector. A brief stop, then we head u p  
the road toward the Racetrack Playa. 

Road? Ha! 
The Travelalls shift to four-wheel drive and groan 

up a rutted, serpentine track tliat lines the canyon 
wall. The Carryalls shift down to low-low and pray. 
"Are they still there?" one student asks as we round 
a 160-degree curve. Shaken, we arrive at the summit 
intact, head east again on the road (now fairly reason- 
able) toward the Racetrack Playa. 

Stop #2: Racetrack Playa. A flat, smooth, dry lake 
surface, gaining publicity from the boulders and 
stones that are apparently blown across it, making 
slight depressions in the surface. Our caravan de- 
bouches onto the playa and the Carryall cavalry makes 
charges at nothing, intoxicated with the feeling of 
doing a smooth 50 mph thirty miles from the nearest 
paved road. Jahns points out some genuine depres- 
sions or "racetracks," as distinct from the false ones 
that certain depraved human beings like to construct 
by dragging rocks behind their cars. Head north from 
the Playa toward Death Valley National Monument. 

Stop #3: Ubehebe Crater. A gigantic hole, hun- 
dreds of feet deep, produced by a volcanic "blow- 
out" which shattered the lake beds above it and 
strewed lava "bombs" on the surrounding country. No 
lava flows are present. The already-colorful beds are 
further changed by "baking," producing an impressive 
spectacle. Even the geologists, who can affect a cer- 
tain blast6 familiarity with the mechanisms, stand in 
awe of the results. 

Stop #4: Harmony Borax Works. An early attempt 
to secure borax by scraping ulexite accumulations 
from the playa in the valley. A seasonal business, be- 
cause of tlie summer temperatures that pass 120 
degrees. 

Stop #5: Badwater, beneath a steep cliff in "base- 
ment" Precambrian, the boundary of a profound fault 
zone. 

Excellent example here of so-called turtleback 
faults, where the fracture is a curved surface resem- 
bling the carapace of a turtle. A lively debate still 
rages as to whether the faults now show their original 
shape or were originally flat and bent at  some later 
time. Our discussion, though animated, does nothing 
to settle the problem. Head south again. 

Camp: Ashford Mill site, on the location of a stamp 
mill for gold ore brought down from the Black Moun- 
tains to the east. Dinner and talking by the light of 
Coleman lanterns. Then to  bed, while the clear sky 
passes overhead, Milky Way and all. 

May I960 

The techniques of ma-freeway trauel in the Pana- 
mints are demonstrated by Curryall drivers, nervously 
i d ~ i n g  down the lower part of Goler Wa&. 

Fifth Day 
Carryalls packed for the last time. We head east, 

to look at  parts of the so-called Amargosa chaos. 
Stop #1: Heading up Jubilee Wash, into tlie 

"chaos." The "chaos" is a gigantic area of jumbled 
blocks and boulders, some as large as a city block. 
Earlier interpretations have suggested that this is the 
result of grinding and shattering along a gigantic 
Amargosa thrust fault. Later studies seem to indicate, 
however, that the origin is largely in place, with the 
blocks broken off nearby cliffs and moved into the 
valley by mudflows. The rocks in the outcrop we 
are looking a t  are automobile-sized. 

A small but vituperative rattlesnake is turned up 
and carefully avoided by all concerned. 

Turn around and head west across dirt roads on 
the valley floor toward Warm Springs Canyon. 

Stop #2: South end of Butte Valley. Striped Butte 
sits startlingly in the center. Its appearance is due  to 
an alternating black-and-gray section of Permian 
rocks. No one knows how it got there or where it 
came from: movement along hidden faults is sus- 
pected. The valley is beautiful: no developments, 
freeways, or billboards. One small winter home of 
some lucky guy. 

We move up  to Mengel Pass. The road has never 
been graded, and is mainly ruts, occasionally passing 
over piles of rock. 



Stop #3: Mengel Pass. The grave of Charlie Men- 
gel, an old-time prospector who now lies looking 
back over his country. We look back toward Striped 
Butte, half-shadowed in cloud, and at the Arnargosas 
to the east, decide there are worse places to be buried. 
Not many pass by, but those who do are probably the 
same type of person he must have been. 

We move on, down the canyon into Goler Wash. 
Stop $4: Lower Goler Wash. We cross the boun- 

dary between the young Tertiary volcanics and enter 
the shadow world of the ancient Archean rocks. The 
road becomes increasingly bad, and at some point in 
our descent ceases to justify the term. We lurch down 
the stream bed and inch the cars over rock ramps, 
built up over dry waterfalls. 

We end our creeping down the wash and come 
into Panarnint Valley. The remainder of the trip is on 
dirt roads down Panamint Valley, up Layton Canyon, 
down into Searles Lake, and home. As we climb up 
Layton Canyon toward the summit, the sun sets and 
rainbows appear in the clouds above. 

We come onto the summit in time to see the sun 
set again, this time behind the Sierra Nevada. Below, 
Searles Lake is dim in the twilight. Then we descend 
onto the lake as a few clouds in the west flare red 
in the darkness. 

The rest is homeward. Dinner in Ridgecrest, where 
we become reacquainted with such essentials of civi- 
lization as beer, rock-n-roll, and television. We arrive 
in Pasadena about midnight, with the rest of our lives 
remaining to sort over the events of the past five clays. 

What do we remember? 
We remember a lot of the geological knowledge 

that poured into us during the trip, but clearer are 
the sharp mental photographs of individuals and 
groups during the trip: a small group singing around 
a campfire, passing a heritage of folk songs into the 
night . . . the way that sleep came easily under the 

Striped Butte, made of a 
contorted series of sharply 
contrasfing rocks, dorn- 
infites the center of Butte 
Valley in the P a m i n t  
Motinfains. west of 
Death Vflllqj. 

stars, as an end to a fine day . . . Jalms' inimitable 
file of jokes and style of telling them . . . Grant and 
Schleicher telling Cockney jokes ("But don't you 'ave 
just a little bit of an onion for 'arry's stew?") . . . the 
Carryall drivers, who calmly essayed roads that would 
have panicked the average motorist . . . in short, the 
company of individuals who needed no more than 
the world and themselves to give them satisfaction. 

What did we learn? 
The main lesson may have been one that Lord 

Chesterfield passed on to his son when he said, "The 
study of the world is to be found in the world, not 
in the closet." Geology is the study of the earth, and, 
no matter how much time we spend in the laboratory, 
it is to the world around us that we must turn for our 
information. And more than this. We saw how the 
lives of countless people had been shaped and modi- 
fied by the geology of their country, though they may 
have been unaware of its effect. We learned that 
geology is people, travel, beauty, and a lot of things 
that don't find their way into textbooks. 

We gained a sense of what has been done in the 
area we traversed, and of what geological problems 
remain for study, and how some of us could study 
them. If everv man in his life must face the question, 
"Why am I what I am?" some of us found some 
answers on the trip. 

So, there is a great deal beneath the casual com- 
ment, "It was a great trip. You should have gone." We 
found many things on the trip: a good time, a nice 
way to spend Spring Recess, a little more reason to 
enjoy geology. a little more appreciation for the conn- 
try we live in, perliaps even a thesis problem, or a 
renewal of faith for sustaining over the rough spots 
of a scientific career-to-be. 

Many have gone into the desert and come out with 
less, 

- 'Swan M. French 
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A Campus-to-Career Case History 

1 found I could be an engineer 

-and a businessman, too" 

William M. Stiffler majored in mechanical 
engineering at Penn State University-but he 
also liked economics. "I wanted to apply en- 
gineering and economics in business," he says, 
"and have administrative responsibility." 

Bill got his B.S. degree in June, 1956, and 
went to work with the Bell Telephone Com- 
pany of Pennsylvania at Harrisburg. During 
his first two years. he gained on-the-job ex- 
perience in all departments of the company. 
Since June, 1958, he's been working on trans- 
mission engineering projects. 

Today, Bill is getting the blend of engineer- 
ing and practical business-engineering he 
wanted. "The economic aspects of each proj- 
ect are just as important as the technical 

aspects," he says. "The greatest challenge lies 
in finding the Lest solution to each problem in 
terms of costs, present and future needs, and 
new technological developments. 

"Another thing I like is that I get full job- 
responsibility. For example, I recently com- 
pleted plans for carrier systems between 
Scranton and four other communities which 
will bring Direct Distance Dialing to cus- 
tomers there. The transmission phase of the 
project cost almost a half-million dollars and 
was 'my baby' from terminal to terminal. 

"Telephone engineering has everything you 
could ask for-training, interesting and varied 
work, responsibility, and real management 
opportunities.'' 

@ĝi 
Bill S~iffler and many college men like him have found inter- - 
est ing careers with the Bell Telephone Companies. There ""ttTit GO* 

ma) lie a real opportunity for you, too. Be sure to talk with BELL 

the Bell interviewer when he visits your campus-and read TELEPHONE 
the Bell Telephone booklet on file in your Placement Office. COMPANIES 



Soil Engineering in the Arctic 

A developing area requires the s tudy of some old 
foundation problems from a new point of view 

by Ronald F.  Scott 

The achievement of statehood for Alaska has drawn 
the public's attention to another region in which en- 
gineers have had a growing interest since the Second 
World War and, more particularly, in the last de- 
cade. The construction of various radar warning 
lines in the Far North brought home to us the im- 
portance of developing construction techniques under 
extremely arduous conditions. Behind the field erec- 
tion and construction work which was carried on in 
the Arctic lay less spectacular engineering studies of 
the behavior of structures in climatic extremes. In the 
Far North, as elsewhere on the face of the globe, 
buildings, highways, radar towers, and airfields must 
be built on foundations based on or in the ground; the 
behavior of soil frozen all or part of the year under 
such structures has therefore assumed a growing 
importance. 

In temperate climates, the soil or foundation en- 
gineer has several standard worries: the looseness or 
softness of the soil and its relation to its bearing ca- 
pacity, the compressibility of the soil and the settle- 
ments which may ensue if a structure is built on com- 
pressible soil without precautions, and the important 
part played by water in the ground - its effect on 
sheer strength and its influence on the preliminary 
excavations which are usually made for buildings. 

Testing methods and techniques of analysis have 
been developed to the state where a present-day soil 
engineer can give a builder or owner a fair assurance 
of the stability of his structure. The properties of 
the soil enumerated above are all essentially mechan- 
ical ones, and the same concern over their proportions 
is manifested by the arctic soil engineer. However, he 
has one further difficulty generally not shared by 
his warmer brother: the thermal properties of the soil. 

Anything that human beings, bent on construction, 
do to soil modifies its thermal regime. In temperate 

areas of the world this is not especially important 
(except below cold storage warehouses or brick kilns) 
and we don't pay too much attention to it. It is ob- 
vious, though, that a frozen soil is an extremely hard 
material possessing good bearing capacity abilities. 
The same soil in a thawed condition may not be so 
able to support a structure adequately or even at all, 
and before structural designs are very far advanced 
some attention must be paid to the possible thermal 
influence of the structure on the underlying soil. 

Before describing some of the possible effects of 
man's interference with frigid nature, some mention 
should be made of typical soil profiles in arctic areas. 
If we go north in Alaska to, say, the neighborhood of 
Point Barrow and bore a hole into the ground in sum- 
mer, we will find that the soil is only thawed to a 
depth of a foot or two below ground surface. Below 
that upper or "active" layer the ground is perennially 
frozen; this is permafrost, the soil engineer's term for 
soil frozen all the year 'round. The active layer thaws 
in summer and refreezes again in winter. 

It is generally considered by geologists that perma- 
frost is, in a sense, a fossil remnant of the last ice 
age, during which the soil was frozen to great depths. 
Boreholes have indicated that permafrost exists to 
depths of 1100 to 1200 feet in Alaska; and, of cxxirse, 
somewhat greater depths are reported in Siberia. We 
can see, therefore, that permafrost is no shallow sur- 
face phenomenon. 

The southern limit of continuous permafrost in 
North America corresponds very roughly to the 25Â° 
mean annual isotherm; not, as might be expected, to 
tlie 32 F mean line. Part of this difference may be 
due to a gradual long-period climatic change; part 
rnav be due to the fact that soil moisture does not 
always freeze at 32 F. Near the southern limit of con- 

continued o n  page 24 



TIROS satellite orbiting towards ground station in Eastern United States. 

RCA-BUILT 'T IR S" SATELLITE REPORT 
WORLD'S WEATHER 
As you read these lines, the most remarkable 
"weather reporter" the world has ever known 
hurtles around our globe many times a day, 
hundreds of miles up in outer space. 

The TIROS satellite is an orbiting television system. 
Its mission is to televise cloud formations within a belt 
several thousand miles wide around the earth and trans- 
mit a series of pictures back to special ground stations. 
Weather forecasters can then locate storms in the making 
. . . to help make tomorrow's weather forecast more 
accurate than ever. 

The success o f  experimental Project TIROS opens the 
door to a new era in weather forecasting-with benefits to 
people o f  all lands. This  experiment may lead to advanced 
weather satellites which can provide weathermen with hour- 
by-hour reports of cloud cover prevailing over the entire 
wotld. Weather forecasts, based on these observations, may 
then giue ample time to prepare for floods, hurricanes, 
tornadoes, typhoons and bli<<ards-time which can be used 
to minimize da~nage and save lives. 

Many extremely "sophisticated" techniques and de- 
vices weie required to make Project TZROS a success- 
two lightweight satellite television cameras, an infra-red 

FROM OUTER SPAC 
horizon-locating system, complex receiving and trans- 
mitting equipment, and a solar power supply that collects 
its energy from the sun itself. In  addition to the design 
and development of the actual satellite, scientists and 
engineers at RCA's "Space Center" were responsible 
for the development and construction of a vast array 
of equipment for the earth-based data processing and 
command stations. 

Project TZROS was sponsored by the National Aero- 
nautics and Space Administration. The satellite pay- 
load and ground station equipment were developed and 
built by the Astro-Electronic Products Division of RCA, 
under the technical direction of the U. S. Army Signal 
Research and Development Laboratory. 

The same electronic skills which made possible the 
success o f  man's most advanced weather satellite are em- 
bodied in all R C A  products-RCA Victor black & white 
and color television sets, radio and high-fidelity systems 
enjoyed in millions of American homes. 

THE MOST TRUSTED 
NAME IN ELECTRONICS 
R A D I O  C O R P O R A T I O N  O F  A M E R I C A  

May 1960 



Arctic Soil Engineering . . . continued 

tinuous permafrost we begin to find sporadic perma- 
frost where the frozen ground occurs in patches or 
islands surrounded or joined by areas of unfrozen soil. 

If a perennially frozen soil occurs in a region where 
the climate is slowly but steadily getting warmer, the 
annual summer depth of thaw increases each year, 
and may eventually, with the rising temperatures, 
reach a magnitude greater than the depth of freezing 
which takes place the following winter. Consequently, 
islands of frozen ground may be found below the 
surface of otherwise thawed materials in certain areas. 
In other areas, the reverse situation may hold. Little 
tricks of nature like this can play havoc with building 
foundations if the areas of frozen or unfrozen ground 
have not been thomughly investigated before con- 
struction. 

Where the frozen ground consists of a dense tightly- 
packed sand or gravel, no undue movement of the 
structure to be built on it is likely to ensue should 
the permafrost eventually melt under the heat eman- 
ating from tlie building foundation. Oiir problem is 
more concerned with frozen soils which, in a thawed 
state, are soft or compressible. Silts, clays, loose sands, 
and organic materials all enter into this category. 

Generally speaking, there are two problems con- 
nected with such soils. The first one is that if such 
soil is frozen and is later thawed by the heat from a 
building, the building will settle and may eventually 
fail as a result of the compressibility of the thawed 
soil. 

The other difficulty is that many of these finer- 
grained soils possess what we call "frost-suscepti- 
bility." When they are refrozen after thawing they 
can take up water from any available source (which 
is usually the water table below) to form ice layers 
or lenses in their mass. These lenses grow in thickness, 
expanding the soil vertically- the only direction in 
which it can go freely - and can evert enough pres- 
sure to lift up footings or foundations and crack floor 
slabs or distort pavements. This "frost heaving" phe- 

I- 

Thp traditional process 
of  !iig!~zv(~g con%<sf rr~c- 

tirrn requires the 
prqrefsive removal of 
the natural vegetation, 

resulting in a 
lowering of t?~e 

permafrost surface. 
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nomenon is a familiar one to highway construction 
men in the New England states. It is possible for such 
soils to adhere to piers and piles placed in the ground 
and to force them up with the expansion of the freez- 
ing soil layers. The worst types of such frost-sus- 
ceptible soils can take up enough water in the form 
of ice lenses to increase their volume 50 percent. 

What happens to permafrost when a construction 
crew appears upon the scene is illustrated in the 
diagram below. Proceeding from left t o  right across 
the sketch the various stages in the work of clearing 
a site ( in this case a highway) are shown. First of 
all, where it exists, the natural cover of trees is re- 
moved. While the trees existed at  the site the normal 
depth of the active layer may have been two or three 
feet. The type of vegetation at any particular site is 
usuallv a function both of the soil type and the annual 
depth of thaw, so that the experienced arctic engineer 
c;in get a rough idea of the normal depth of thaw bv 
an examination of the vegetation in aerial photo- 
graphs. Removal of trees brings the effective air-snr- 
face interface closer to the actual ground surface, with 
the result that greater heat penetrates into the soil 
from the sun's radiation, and consequently the annual 
depth of thaw is increased. 

Removal of the scrub and nnderbrush also brings 
about an increase in depth of thaw; a typical amount 
is shown in the diagram. Following a good temperate 
climate construction practice, the next stage in con- 
struction would be  to remove the organic surface 
moss and peat cover. This alone would virtually 
double the depth of the active layer and would cause 
great enough changes in the thermal regime of the 
ground so that a highway constructed on the ground 
surface (especially a black-top highway) would have 
little or no hope of lengthy survival if the underlying 
soil was a compressible or frost-susceptible one. 

In spite of the thermal insulating properties of the 
gravel fill usually used for highways, the effect of the 

continued on page 26 
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* Shown above is a freon refrigeration system for manned flight environmental control systems, Garrett 
the Boeing 707. Through its unique design, a 10-ton designs and produces equipment for air-breathing 
cooling capacity is provided at one-tenth the weight aircraft as well as the latest space vehicles such as 
of commercial equipment. The leading supplier of Project Mercury and North American's X-15. 

DIVERSIFICATION IS THE KEY TO YOUR FUTURE 

Company diversification is vital to the graduate engi- major supplier of centralized flight data systems and 
neer7s early development and personal advancement other electronic controls and instruments. 
in his profession. The extraordinarily varied experi- Missile Systems - has delivered more accessory 
ence and The Garrett power units than any company. 
Corporation and its AiResearch divisions is supported is also writing with hydraulic and hot 
by the most extensive design, development and pro- gas control systems for missiles. 
duction facilities of their kind in the industry. 

This diversification of product and broad engineer- Gas Turbine Engines-world's largest producer of 
ing scope from abstract idea to mass production, small gas turbine engines, with more than 8,500 
coupled with the company's orientation program for delivered ranging from 30 to 850 horsepower. 
new engineers on a rotating assignment plan, assures 

A - 
you the finest opportunity of finding your most profit- 
able area of interest. See the magazine, "The Garrett Corporation and 

Career Opportunities," at your college placement Other major fields of interest include: 
office. For further information write to Mr. Gerald 

Aircraft Flight and Electronic Systems-pioneer and  D. Bradley in Los Angeles ... 

CORPORAT8ON 

fl i  Research Manufacturing Divisions 
Los Angeles 45, California Phoenix, Arizona 

Systems, Packages and Components for: A I R C R A F T .  M I S S I L E ,  N U C L E A R  A N D  I N D U S T R I A L  A P P L I C A T I O N S  
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Arctic Soil Engineering . . . continued 

Heated soace 

Originalsurface o f  5 - - - -  ----- 2 ----------- 
permafrost (1945) 

20 - 
Heat flowing into the ground tf1ro11gh the uniri.<stikrti~cI 
floor of a small building causes an increasing degrad- 
ation of the permafrost surface. 

blacktop surface and percolating water from ditches 
at the side ot the road is to degrade the permafrost 
underneath the highway still further, as shown at the 
end of the sketch. 

In an arctic area, in general, it would be expected 
that the winter freeze-up would completely freeze the 
soil profile from the surface down, in which case 
frost-susceptible soils would respond happily with 
winter pushups. In the spring the lenses of ice under 
the surface (>f the road thaw out - leaving, at worst, 
little ponds of water or, at best, soil with very low 
bearing capacity near the surface of the road. Spring 
traffic provides the only necessary factor remaining to 
complete surface deterioration. 

In the case of buildings, even an unheated struc- 
ture placed on a pad of gravel at or just above ground 
surface can cause considerable changes in the under- 
lyine; thermal regirne. If, however, the building is 
heated and, in addition, inadequate insulation is pro- 
vidcd in the floor, changes in the depth of thawed 
soil underneath the building can be  substantial. The 
diagram above shows a profile through the soil under- 
neath a test structure which was erected at Fairbanks, 
Alaska, in 1945. Thermocouple strings were estab- 
lished in drill holes before the structure was erected. 
The heavier lines in the diagram indicate the pro- 
gressive downward movement of the permafrost up- 
per surface in the years following the construction 
of the building. It will be seen in general that the 
failure of such a structure would not be an immediate 
result, but that, if the soil is not capable of taking the 
building load satisfactorily, progressive movements 
will take place, increasing the distress of the structure 
from year to year. 

To combat this type of behavior, arctic construction 
men long ago discovered that a useful solution was 
to place the building on piles or short piers, leaving 

an insulatine air space underneath the structure 
through which air could pass to carry away the 
building heat and prevent it affecting the underlying 
soil. 

If this is clone properly, and if adequate precautions 
are taken. it will usually be found, owing to the 
shading influence of the building, that the perrna 
frost surface will rise underneath the structure. If 
this is the case, and the structure has not been placed 
on piles but merely on, say, small lootings at ground 
surface or near ground surface, frost-heaving may 
result and it may be economical to replace any frost- 
susceptible materials with a clean gravel fill. 

These structures are occasionally supplied with 
flaps at the end of the building which are lowered 
in summer to shade the soil surface, and lifted in 
winter to allow the maximum circulation of cold air 
under the building. For economy in heating and to 
keep the occupants feet warm, the floors of such 
structures should be adequately insulated. Piles, if 
they are used for supporting the structure, must be 
sunk into the permafrost to such a depth that periodic 
heavings of the ground in the active zone as it freezes 
in winter will not jack the piles out of the soil. 

The tvpe of solution described above is successful 
from a thermal point of view, but it does not result 
in a structure able to sustain heavy floor loads. If we 
want to build a warehouse, a hangar, or storage build- 
ing for heavy materials, then a stronger form of con- 
struction is necessary. The diagram below shows a 
tvpe of design which has been successfully used in 
construction of large hangars. Rectangular ducts are 
placed underneath the floor and connected to air in- 

continued on page 28 
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To  prevent excessive thermal changes in the fouvir1c~- 
film soil, hec~vily loaded structures are built with air 
clucfs below the floor slab. 
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It takes more than pressing a button to send a giant rocket on its way. 
Actually, almost as many man-hours go into the design and construction 
of the support equipment as into the missile itself. A leading factor in the 
reliability of Douglas missile systems is the company's practice of including 
all the necessary ground handli ng units, plus detailed procedures for system 
utilization and crew training. This -- complete job allows Douglas missiles like 
THOR, Nike HERCULES, Nike AJAX and others to move quickly from test 
to operational status and perform with outstanding dependability. Douglas 
is seeking qualified engineers and scientists for the design of missiles, 
space systems and their supporting equipment, Write to C. C. LaVene, 
Box 600-E, Douglas Aircraft Company, Santa Monica, California. 

Alfred J. Carah, Chief Design Engineer, discusses the ground installation 
requirements for a series of THOR-boosted space 
probes with Donald W. Douglas, Jr., President of DOUGLAS 

MISSILE AND SPACE SYSTEMS U MILITARY AIRCRAFT Â DC-8 JETLINERS Â CARGO TRANSPORTS AIRCOMB@ Â GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 

May 1960 27 



Arctic Soil Engineering . . . continued 

takes at one end and stacks at  the other. Air flows 
underneath the hangar, preventing the loss of excess- 
ive heat into the underlying soil. To all existing 
problems of construction, one more difficulty is added 
by this method: the intakes and ducts should be align- 
ed along the direction of the prevailing wind, if suf- 
ficient records are available to indicate its direction. 

In the design of highways in permafrost areas the 
cardinal rule to he followed is: do not disturb the 
existing terrain if possible. Cuts are not usually made, 
and all construction, if possible, uses fill material so 
that a substantial insulation is provided beneath the 
highway surface. This raises one further problem in 
the North. How does one get sufficient supplies of 
good quality fill material when the ground is frozen 
below a depth of maybe a foot or so? 

Attempts have been made in the past to maintain 
ponds of water in proposed borrow areas so that the 
water has a thawing effect on the underlying soil. 
Various attempts have also been made to thaw out 
borrow pits by means of steam jets or even electrical 
heating elements. However, most of these methods, 
particularly in typical areas far from civilization and 
its conveniences, are highlv uneconomical. 

'WILSHIRE" SMOOT-HOI-MAN 

2 ' x 4 '  L U M I N A I R E  
For the Architect -clean, flush mounted . adaptable to various 

ceilings. .versatility allows complete freedom of design 

For the Engineer-Dependable lighting performance and fixture 
construction 

For the E l e c t r i c a l  Contractor - Housing shipped complete, ready 
for easy one-man installation. 

For the User-Owner -Years of trouble free service with a mini. 
mum of maintenance expense 

Also available as "BEVERLY" 1'x 4'model 

Wr i te  f o r  de ta i l ed  in format ion t o  

SMOOT-HOLMAN 
COMPANY lnglewood, Ca l i f o rn ia  

The usual construction technique resorted to is to 
permit the ground to thaw to a depth of a foot or so, 
when the foot of borrow material is stripped, baring 
a new permafrost surface which begins to thaw fur- 
ther. Later on another foot can be stripped off. Quite 
frequently when this is carried out borrow-pit depths 
of six or seven feet can be  obtained where the former 
depth of thaw in the undisturbed soil amounted only 
to perhaps two or three feet. If the soil has any ap- 
preciable moisture content it is purposeless to attempt 
to stock the borrow or fill material in piles for a fu- 
ture year's construction since one winter is usually 
sufficent to convert a stockpile into permafrost. 

To  provide safe, more economical solutions to the 
problems associated with construction in permafrost 
areas, we need to know more about the behavior of 
frozen soils from the points of view of stress, strength, 
and thermal analyses. Studies and laboratory work are 
being carried out bv a number of agencies to this end 
on the stress-strain characteristics of frozen soils, their 
thermal properties under different conditions, and on 
the penetration of freezing and thawing into soil 
under the influence of both natural climatic condi- 
tions and man-made structures. 

ANNUAL ALUMNI PICNIC 
Saturday, June 25, 1960 

Tournament Park 

Yes, this year a real live picnic will be held in 
centrally located Tournament Park. Come see 
your friends (or  bring them with you ). Activity 
(or inactivity) to suit all. Don't be a no-show. 

Price of  admission includes: 
1. Kiddyland rides-safe, sane. entertaining - 

the kids can ride all day. 
2. Carnival booths-for young and old. Prizes 

for everyone. 
3. Exclusive use of swimming pool. (Small ad- 

ditional charge for towels. ) 

Also available: 
1. Catered hot lunch (Reservations rniist be 

made in advance.) 
2 Sno cones, popcorn, cotton candy and soft 

drinks on sale. 

Announcements, with details. will be in the 
mails early in June. Save the date and bring the 
family and friends. 

REMEMBER, that's June 25 
PATRICK J .  FAZIO, '53 
Chairman, Picnic Committee 
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. . .THE EXPLORATION O F  SPACE 

Since its inception nearly 23 years ago, tier will advance a t  an accelerated rate. will be made of the moon and the plan- 
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory has given The preliminary instrument explora- etS and of the vast distances of inter- 
the freeworld itsfirsttacticalguided mis- tions that have already been made only planetary space; hard and soft landings 
sile system, its first earth satellite, and seem to  define how much there is yet will be made in preparation for the time 
its first lunar probe. to  be learned. During the next few years, when man at last sets foot on new worlds. 

In the future, underthe direction of the payloads will become larger, trajectories In  this program, the task of JPL is to  
National Aeronautics and Space Admin- will become more precise, and distances gather new information for a better un- 
istration pioneering on the space fron- covered will become greater. Inspections derstanding of the World and Universe. 

' W e  do  these things because of the unquenchable curiosity of Who, a t  this present rime, can pred id  what potential benefits 
Man. The scientist is continually asking himself questions and to  man exist in  this enterprise? N o  one can say with any accu- 
then setting out t o  f ind the answers. I n  the course of getting racy what w e  wi l l  f ind  as we fly farther away from the earth, 
these answers, he has provided practical benefits t o  man that first with instruments, then with man. I t  seems t o  me that w e  
have sometimes surprised even the scientist. are obligated t o  do  these things, as human beings!' 

' W h o  con tel l  what we wi l l  f ind  when w e  get f a  the pfanets? DR. W. H. PICKERING, Director, JPL 

C A L I F O R N I A  I N S T I T U T E  O F  T E C H N O L O G Y  

J E T  P R O P U L S I O N  L A B O R A T O R Y  
,4 Research Facility operated for the Notional Aeronautics and Space Administration 

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 
Employment opportunities for Engineers and Scientists interested in basic and applied research in these fields: 

INFRA-RED - OPTICS MICROWAVE SERVOMECHANISMS COMPUTERS LIQUID AND SOLID PROPULSION ENGINEERING MECHANICS 
STRUCTURES . CHEMISTRY * INSTRUMENTATION MATHEMATICS AND SOLID STATE PHYSICS 

Send professional resume for our immediate consideration. Interviews may be arranged on Campus or a t  the Laboratory. 



Alumni News 

Five years ago this month, an ided 
\\as born ..vhich might be of interest 
to Caltech alumni everywhes e. 

The idea: to get together ten 
couples interested in literature, to 
meet once each month at the home 
of a different member couple, there 
to discuss the assignment of the 
month, ancl after such discussion to 
have beer and cheese amidst the con- 
vivial atmosphere thereby generated 

The lubricant ancl constant inspir- 
ation: Dr. Harvey Eagleson. 

The theme and subjects covered: 

First year: Modern American Fiction 
(Faulkner, DOS Passes. Thomas 
Wolfe, Steinbeck, Hemingway, Ger- 
trude Stein, Saroyan, James Branch 
Cabell) 

Second year: Modem European Fic- 
tion (Camus, Virgina Woolf. Kaf 
ka, Evelyn Waugh, Henry James. 
Graham Greene, Sartre, Gide ) 

Third war:  World Drama (Sophocles. 
Seneca. Racine, Shakespeare, Jef- 
fers. Corneille, Victor Hugo, Mo- 
liere, Congreve, W yrblierley, Otv ay 
- clone with each participant tak- 
ing a part in a reading of a play! 

Fi~irtli year: Miscell:i~iy (Pasteniak, 
Tennessee Williams, Keronac, T. S. 
Eliot. Yukio Mishima, Colin Wil- 
son ) 

Fifth year: The Ulysses Theme (Iliad, 
Odyssey, Campbell's Hero with 
1000 Faces, Kazantakis' The Mod- 
ern Odyssey) 

The couples are predominantly 
Caltechian (on the non-distaff side, 
that is). Most are loquacious. All are 
sociable, enjoy beer or a highball with 
the meetings and have an affection 
for Doc Esigieson (referred to by 
some of the women - most strangell 
to Caltech ears - as "Harvey"). Once 
a year we have a swimming and din- 
ner party without literature, and all 
members enjoy this event too. Occa- 

sionally, as with Tennessee Williams' 
Sweei Bird of Yolttl~. the group both 
leads the work" arid see< it. The turn- 
over in member couples has been 
negligible. 

For those other alumni who might 
evince an interest iii setting up ;i 

similar gi oup, these words of advice: 
be sure to get someone of Dr. Eagle- 
son's caliber to help guide and in- 
struct; obviously try for couples who 
will clearly do their reading and who 
will participate in the group discus- 
sions; and (except in rare cases) have 
only one assignment outstanding at 
any one time. 

All of the particip~rits in the group 
agiee that without what is by now 
iffectionately referred to as "The Cal- 
tech Alumni Literary C l u b  their lives 
would be very much less interesting, 
and the extent of then readi~lg very 
much curtailed. 

Caltech Ahimni: Be pleased to 
copy! 

- Martin Webster '37 

CRESCENT 
HYVOLT SHIELDED POWER CABLE 

FOR MORE AMPERES PER DOLLAR OF INSTALLED COST 
CRESCENT HYVOLT insulation is made from butyl rubber which is inherently resistant to 
ozone, heat, moisture and aging with excellent electrical characteristics. For 5000 Volt 
or higher service, HYVOLT cables are provided with shielding to protect them from surface 
burning, corona, and lightning surges. 

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO. 
Y E A R S  

TRENTON, N. J. EXPERIENCE 0 
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Scientists 

and 

Engineers 

There 
are 
two sides 
to the 
STL 
coin 

What STL does: 
STL is making significant contribu- 
tions in theoretical analysis, research, 
experimental development and tech- 
nical management of advanced ballis- 
tic missile and space systems. 

STL is responsible for the over-all 
systems engineering and technical 
direction of Atlas,Thor,Titan, Minute- 
man and Communications Satellite 
portions of the Air Force Ballistic Mis- 
sile Program. STL conducts advanced 
space experiments for the Air Force 
and for such agencies as ARPA and 
NASA. 

What STL offers: 
For scientists and engineers with out- 
standing capabilities, STL offers an 
opportunity for the application of your 
skills and talents in advanced areas 
of space technology. 

Please 
send your @ 

resume to: 

SPACE TECHNOLOGY 
LABORATORIES, INC. 

P. 0. Box 95004 
Los Angeles 45, California 

Personals 
1922 

Hallan N .  Marsh, manager of the pro- 
notion engineering and equipment sec- 
on of the Mobil Oil Company in Lo' 
mgeies, retired last month after 37 years 
f service. He joined General Petroleun~ 
which merged into Mobil Oil in 1959) 
s a draftsman after a year of graduate 
/ark at  Caltech. 

Hal was responsible for many inven- 
ions which modernized oil drilling pro- 
edures and had 11 patents granted dur- 
ng his years with the company. He has 
is license as a private aircraft pilot, 
wns an auxiliary sloop, and one of: his 
nain hobbies is color photography. The 
darshes have one son and two daugh- 
ers, all married. 

1927 
James Boyd, formerly vice president 

if the Kennecott Copper Corporation in 
*Jew York, is now president, and chief 
pxecutive officer of the Copper Range 
2ompany. He had been with Kennccott 
2oppel since 1951. He is also president 
if the Mining and Metallurgical Society 
if America. 

1929 
T .  H. Ecans, MS '30, dean of the 

aaduate school of engineering at Colo- 

rado State Univerdty. ha< been on leave 
to serve a< dean of the SEATO Graduate 
School of Engineering at Chulalongkorn 
University of Bangkok, Thailand. The 
school, which opened in Septen~ber 
1959, is the only graduate school of en 
gineering in southeast Asia. It  is spon- 
soled by the South-East Asia Treaty 
Organization - the counterpart of NATO 
in Asia. Students come from Pakistan, 
the Philippines, and Thailand. The prey- 
ent faculty is from Thailand, New Zea- 
land, and the United States. Norman 
Brook'., PhD '54, associate professor of 
civil engineering at Caltech, has just 
returned from a three-month stint as an 
instructor at the University in Bangkok. 

1930 
Thow~a'i H i u r n ,  director of manufac- 

turing of the Nippon Columbia Corn- 
pany, Ltd., in Kawasaki, Japan, writes 
that "last year I visited the States for the 
first time after leaving the Institute 
about 30 years ago, and had a most im- 
pressive and happy time. I liad the honor 
of staying at Profess01 Sorensen's home 
and also visiting professors on the cam- 
pus. At the Bell Telephone Labs in New 
York, Hallam E .  Mendenhall, PhD '27, 

continued on page 34 
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DEPENDABILITY 
of shifter fork 
improved by designing 
it to be FORGED 

By designing the shifter fork of his transmission to be forged, 
a manufacturer of earthmovers eliminated costly equipment breakdowns in the 
field because of fork failure. Factor of safety was increased even while 
weight and over-all costs were being decreased. 

Parts scrapped because of voids uncovered after much high-cost machining 
are eliminated . . . forgings are naturally sound all the way through. 
Forgings start as better metal.. . are further improved by the compacting 
hammer-blows or high-pressure of the forging process. 

Design your parts to be forged. . . increase strength/weight ratio, 
reduce as-assembled cost, improve performance. Literature to help you design, 
specify, and procure forged parts is available on request. 

Drop Forging Association * Cleveland 13, Ohio 
Names of sponsoring companies on request t o  this magazine 
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Arthur E. Raymond, Senior Engineering Vice 
President of Douglas, goes over new space 
objectives that will be made possible by 
nuclear propulsion with Elmer Wheaton, 
Engineering Vice President, Missiles and 
Space Systems. 

Space wagons 
with nuclear horses 

Space exploration will really come 
of age when manned rockets can 
leave earth, accomplish their mis- 
sions and return without disposing 
of parts of themselves en route. This 
breakthrough depends on the rapid 
development of both nuclear rocket 
engines and the space vehicles 
capable of using them. Douglas is 
putting forth a major research effort 
in the area of manned nuclear ships. 
Every environmental, propulsion, 
guidance and structural problem is 
being thoroughly explored. Results 
are so promising that even if the 
nuclear engine breakthrough comes 
within the next five years, Douglas 
will be ready to produce the vehicles 
that will have the ability to utilize 
th is  tremendous new source of 
space power. 

Douglas is now seeking qualified 
engineers, physicists, chemists and 
mathematicians for the above and 
other stimulating space and missile 
projects. Present programs include 
ZEUS, DELTA, ALBM, GENIE, 
ANIP and others equally important. 
For ful l  information write to  Mr. 
C. C. LaVene, Douglas Aircraft 
Company, Inc., Santa Monica, 
California, Section B. 

MISSILE A N D  SPACE SYSTEMS Â MILITARY AIRCRAFT 

DC-8 JETLINERS Â CARGO TRANSPORTS 

AIRCOMB@ H GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 

Personals . . . continued 

and many other Caltech gradi~~ites show 
ed me great hospitalitj. I i i s i t ~ l  n o s t  
of the big record rnarnifacturir~g plants 
in the States, and came hack with i3i<iny 
new icle<is. I am now er~gtised in recon- 
str~iction and modernization of our $7 hole 
record organization." 

1932 
Patrick B. Lyons, formerly superin- 

tendent of the relay and c.ipacitor shops 
at the Western Electric Company in 
Chicago, has been transferred to the 
company's Colunibus, Ohio, branch 
where he is superintendent of manufac- 
turing engineering. He has heen with 
the Bell System for 17 years. 

Henry B .  DeVore, PhD, physicist at 
the RGA Laboratories at tlie David 
Sarnoff Research Center in Princeton, 
N.J., died on April 9 at Princeton Hos- 
pital following a sudden heart attack. He 
had been with RCA since 1934 when he 
joined the technical staff as a research 
physicist in Harrison, N.J. In 1945 he 
left RCA to join Rernington Rand, Inc., 
but returned to RCA in 1947. He leave, 
his wife and two children, Nancy and 
Richard, both students at Princeton High 
School. 

John P. Davit, MS, has rejoined Capi- 
tol Records, Inc., in Hollywood as di- 
rector of the electronic engineering de- 
partment. He was formerly on the tech- 
nical staff of the air defense laboratories 
at the Hughes Aircraft Company. Prior 
to that, he was assistant to the chief en- 
gineer with CBS-TV in Hawaii. 

Lt. Col. James N. Hall, MS, died of 
a heart attack on February 11 at the 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Ease Hos- 
pital in Dayton, Ohio. He was 42. Jim 
was a native of Martin, Tenn., and was 
a graduate of the Martin Branch of the 
University of Tennessee. During World 
War 11, he flew cargo planes iroin the 
Assam Valley in India to Kurnming, 
China After the war he served with the 
Ferry Command until he came to Cal- 
tech. He leaves his wife and two c'hild- 
ren, Jimmy and Cindy. 

1953 
Peter Goldacre, I-hl), senior research 

office! in the division of plant industry 
of the Commonwealth Scientific arid IF- 
dustrial Research Organization in Can- 
berra, Australia, died of cancer on April 
23 in Sydney, Australia. Peter leaves hi*. 
wife and two children, L,esl~y Ann and 
Philip. 

1959 
Micha~l Bogo~t, 22-year-old graduate 

student at Columbia University in New 
York, was found dead in his room at 
John Jay Hall on April 18. 

W e  don't believe in cogs. We 
believe in individual people - 
particularly when it comes t o  
mechanical engineers. We don't 
assign them t o  drawing boards. 
We assign them t o  projects: in 
machine design, in assisting 
customers on proper fastening 
design, in sales engineering, 
o r  al l  three, if they prefer. If 
you don't l i ke  the idea o f  being 
a cog, then wr i te  to  us before 
you graduate. Liberal  benefits, 
as you would expect f r o m  a 115 
year old company that's the 
leader in i t s  field. 

RUSSELL BURDSALL & WARD 
BOLT A N D  NUT COMPANY 

Port Chester, N. Y. 
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tween all earthbound places. 

Our engineering efforts are directed toward a variety of VTOL and STOL 
aircraft configurations. Among earlier Sikorsky designs are some of the most 
versatile airborne vehicles now in existence; on our boards today are the ve- 
hicles that can prove to be tomorrow's most versatile means of transportation. 

Here, then, is a space age challenge to be met with the finest and most practical 
engineering talent. Here, perhaps, is the kind of challenge you can meet. 

For information about careers with us, please ad- 
dress Mr. Richard L. Auten, Personnel Deportment. 

IRCRAFT 
One of the Divisions of United Aircraft Corporation 

STRATFORD, CONNECTICUT 
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ANNUAL ALUMNI MEETING 
June 8, 1960 

Reunion of the Classes of 
1900, 1915, 1920, 1925, 1930, 1935, 1940, 1945, 1950. 1955 

Speaker: Ruben F. Mettler, BS '44, MS '47, PhD '49, executive vice president of 
Space Technology Laboratories, Inc. 

Subject: "A Search for Perspective of Space." 

Cocktails at 6 - Dinner at 6:30 

Rodger Young  Auditorium 
936 West Washington Blvd. - [.os Angeles 

House Organs 
Books, etc. 

Pasadena's oldest and most 
complete publication house. . . 

OF P A S A D E N A  

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OFFICERS 
PRESIDENT SECRETARY 
Frank C Bumb, '51 Domid S Clark, '29 
VICE-PRESIDENT TREASURER 
Ralph W Jones 38 George B Holmes, 38 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Frank E Alderman, 30 Holley B Dickinson, 136 
Robert J Barry, 38 Frederick W. Drur Jr. 50 
Franklin G Crawford, '30 William V/ Haefliger: 50 

Francis E Odell, '44 

ALUMNI CHAPTER OFFICERS 
NEW YORK CHAPTER 
President Harry J Moore, '48 
I B M Corporation 590 Madison, Avenue 
Vice-president James C Townsend '54 
404 East 65th St 
Treasurer H Nelson Upthegrove ,54 
56 Center Street Bernardsville New lersey 
Secretary Frank B Jewett, Jr , '38 
Vitro Corporation of America 261 Madison Avenue 

WASHINGTON, D.C. CHAPTER 
President Frank H Shelton, '49 
Armed Forces Special Weapons Project 
Secretary-Treasurer Richard G King, '49 
Applied Physicc Laboratory, Johns Hookins University 
Silver Spnngs Maryland 

SAN FRANCISCO CHAPTER 
President 
Shell Oil Co , Martinez 
Vice-president 
Shell Development Co., Emery 
Secretary-Treasurer 
Weld Rite Company, Oakland 
Meetings Fratsrnity Club, 345 

Informal luncheons 

v1lle 

Bush 
every 

Norman Butman, '52 

James A. Ibers, '51 

Lee A. Henderson, '54 

St , San Francisco 
Thursday 

CHICAGO CHAPTER 
President Laurence H. Nobles, 
Department of Geology, Northwestern University, Evanston 
Vice-president Philip E. Smith, 
Eastman Kodak Company, 1712 Prairie Avenue 
Secretary-Treasurer Thorne J. Butler, 
Medical Center, Northwestern University 

SACRAMENTO CHAPTER 
President J a ~ e s  W. Dunham, '2s 
Division of Small Craft Harbors State of California 

ept of Natural Resources 
ice-President - Eugene W. Bolster, '45 

Ae'-ole+-General Co'"po'"ation 
Secretary-Treasurer G Donald Meixner Jr , A6 
State of Californicr, Dept of Natural Water Resources 
Meetings University Club I. 

Lunc 
119 "K" Street 

'heon first Friday of each month 
Visiting alumni cordially invited-no reservation 

SAN DIEGO CHAPTER 
Chairman 
3040 Udal Street 
Secretary 

Maurice I? Ross, '24 

Frank I. Dore, '45 
Conva~r  
Program Chairman Herman S Englander, '39 
U S Navy Elect~onics Laboratory 
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f your sig ts are set on outer space- 

-you'll find 

at Work 
with you. 

From the time a scientist's mind first 
sparks an  idea for exploring space, 
photography gets to work with him. It 
saves countless hours in the drafting 
stage by reproducing engineers' plans 
and drawings. It probes the content 
and structure of metals needed by 
photomicrography, photospectrography 
or x-ray diffraction. It checks the opera- 
tion of swift-moving parts with high- 
speed movies-records the flight of the 
device itself-and finally, pictures what 
it is in space the scientist went after in 
the first place. 

There's hardly a field on which you 
can set your sights where photography 
does not play a part in producing a 
better product or in simplifying work 
and routine. It saves time and costs in 
research, in production, in sales and 
in office routine. 

So in whatever you plan to do, 
take full advantage of all of the ways 
photography can help. 

CAREERS WITH KODAK: 
With photography and photographic proc- 
esses becoming increasingly important in the 
business and industry of tomorrow, there 
are new and challenging opportunities at 
Kodak in research, engineering, electronics, 
design, sales, and production. 

If you are looking for such an interesting 
opportunity, write for information about 
careers with Kodak. Address: Business and 

U S Air Force I C B M "Titan"shown in the vertical test Technical Personnel Department, East 
laboratory at the Mdrtin Company, Denver Colorado. Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y .  

E A S T M A N  KODAK COMPANY 
Rochester  4, N. Y.  



Several surveys indicate that salary is 
not the primary contributor to job 
satisfaction. Nevertheless, salary con- 
siderations will certainly play a big 
part in your evaluation of career op- 
portunities. Perhaps an insight into the 
salary policies of a large employer of 
engineers like General Electric will 
help you focus your personal salary 
objectives. 

Salary-a most individual and per- 
sonal aspect of your j o b i s  difficult to 
discuss in general terms. While recog- 
nizing this, Mr. Case has tried answering 
as directly as possible some of your 
questions concerning salary: 

Q Mr. Case, what starting salary does 
your company pay graduate engineers? 

A Well, you know as well as I that 
graduates' starting salaries are greatly 
influenced by the current demand for 
engineering talent. This demand es- 
tablishes a range of "going rates" for 
engineering graduates which is no doubt 
widely known on your campus. Be- 
cause General Electric seeks outstand- 
ing men, G-E starting salaries for these 
candidates lie in the upper part of the 
range of "going rates." And within 
General Electric's range of starting sal- 
aries, each candidate's ability and 
potential are carefully evaluated to de- 
termine his individual starting salary. 

Q How do you go about evaluating 
my ability and potential value to your 
company? 

A We evaluate each individual in the 
light of information available to us: 
type of degree; demonstrated scholar- 
ship; extra-curricular contributions; work 
experience; and personal qualities as 
appraised by interviewers and faculty 
members. These considerations deter- 
mine where within G.E.'s current sal- 
ary range the engineer's starting salary 
will be established. 

Mr. Thcmas V. Datis  33.4 
2133 P i n e c r + s t  Dr. 
A U a d e n a ,  California 

O n e  o f  a s e r i e s  

Interview with 
General Electric's Byron A. Case 
Manager - Emplo yee Compensation Service 

Your Salary 
at General Electric 

Q When could I expect my first salary 
increase from General Electric and how 
much would it be? 

A Whether a man is recruited for a 
specific job or for one of the principal 
training programs for engineers-the 
Engineering and Science Program, the 
Manufacturing Training Program, or 
the Technical Marketing Program-his 
individual performance and salary are 
reviewed at  least once a year. 

For engineers one year out of col- 
lege, our recent experience indicates a 
first-year salary increase between 6 and 
15 percent. This percentage spread re- 
flects the individual's job performance 
and his demonstrated capacity to do 
more difficult work. So you see, salary 
adjustments reflect individual perform- 
ance even at  the earliest stages of 
professional development. And this 
emphasis on performance increases 
as experience and general competence 
increase. 

Q How much can I expect to be making 
after five years with General Electric? 

A As I just mentioned, ability has a 
sharply increasing influence on your 
salary, so you have a great deal of per- 
sonal control over the answer to your 
question. 

I t  may be helpful to  look a t  the cur- 
rent salaries of all General Electric 
technical-college graduates who re- 
ceived their bachelor's degrees in 1954 
(and now have five years' experience). 
Their current median salary, reflect- 
ing both merit and economic changes, 
is about 70 percent above the 1954 
median starting rate. Current salaries 
for outstanding engineers from this 

class are more than double the 1954 
median starting rates and, in some 
cases, are three or four times as great. 

Q What kinds of benefit programs 
does your company offer, Mr. Case? 

A Since I must be brief, I shall merely 
outline the many General Electric em- 
ployee benefit programs. These include 
a liberal pension plan, insurance plans, 
an emergency aid plan, employee dis- 
counts, and educational assistance pro- 
grams. 

The General Electric Insurance Plan 
has been widely hailed as a "pace 
setter" in American industry. In addi- 
tion to helping employees and their 
families meet ordinary medical expen- 
ses, the Plan also affords protection 
against the expenses of "catastrophic" 
accidents and illnesses which can wipe 
out personal savings and put a family 
deeply in debt. Additional coverages in- 
clude life insurance, accidental death 
insurance, and maternity benefits. 

Our newest plan is the Savings and 
Security Program which permits em- 
ployees to invest up to six percent of 
their earnings in U.S. Savings Bonds 
or in combinations of Bonds and Gen- 
eral Electric stock. These savings are 
supplemented by a Company Propor- 
tionate Payment equal to 50 percent 
of the employee's investment, subject 
to a prescribed holding period. 

If you would like a reprint of a n  
informative article enti t led/ 'How 
t o  Evaluate Job Offers" by Dr. L. 
E. Saline, write t o  Section 959-14, 
General Electric Co., Schenectady 
5, New York.  

Jewess Is Our Most /mpoi+atri- Roduct 


